Pervasive transcription of the human genome is responsible for the generation of thousands of non-coding RNA molecules (ncRNAs) with regulatory function. These ncRNAs can be generated either by the transcription of specific genomic loci or by the processing of already synthesized RNAs. The regulatory roles of these molecular species have special importance in non-proliferative organs such as the heart, where a delicate balance of molecular interactions is needed to ensure its biogenesis and function.

Among ncRNAs, circular RNAs (circRNAs) are a recently discovered family of ncRNA molecules generated by non-canonical splicing events (1). The back-splicing phenomenon involves the production of circRNA molecules generated by covalent bonds between the 5’ and 3’ ends of a splicing product. Firstly, described as splicing by-products, they were lately involved in regulatory events essential for cellular homeostasis and function (2). Among other mechanisms, circRNAs appeared to preferentially function as molecular scavengers of proteins or RNAs (mainly ncRNAs), constituting a “buffering” mechanism used by cells for a delicate control of the levels of specific biomolecules. The molecular rules governing the scavenging or “sponging” activity of circRNAs appeared to be clear for RNAs, being controlled by the sequence complementarity between the circRNAs and the target RNA (3). However, the molecular mechanism and selectivity of protein sponging by circRNAs is still not well understood (4).

Cardiology is one of the research areas historically more interested in the physiological role of ncRNAs. Since the discovery of ncRNAs, the role of many of them in cardiovascular development and disease has been described with special focus on microRNAs (miRNAs) (5). Recently, the discovery of RNA-crosstalk mechanisms mediated by direct interactions between several ncRNA species has been also related with cardiovascular diseases (6). In the center of these RNA-interaction networks, circRNAs have an essential role due to their sponging activity of other ncRNAs such as miRNAs (7,8). In some well documented cases, the scavenging activity mediated by circRNAs over miRNAs have a protective effect over the deleterious action exerted by an excess of miRNA expression. This is the case of the heart-related circRNA (HRCR), which is able to sponge miR-223, preventing its action and protecting the heart from hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and functional failure (9).
Different types of negative stimuli have been linked with heart failure and dysfunction, but among them, the oxidative stress is one of the best characterized. Any imbalance among the different reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the molecular mechanisms used to eliminate their toxic effects would lead to an oxidative stress. In the heart the main source of ROS are the mitochondria, where several important molecular actors have been identified. PTEN inducible kinase 1 (PINK1), has been related with the regulation of oxidative stress, since mutations in the PINK1 gene lead to mitochondrial dysfunction, increased sensitivity to ROS and apoptosis in neurodegenerative diseases. Interestingly, PINK1 knock-out mice develop left ventricular dysfunction and evidence of pathological cardiac hypertrophy as early as 2 month of age, consequence of the increased levels of oxidative stress induced by ROS and the impaired mitochondrial function (11). In the heart, PINK1 levels are epigenetically regulated by promoter methylation catalyzed by Dnmt3B DNA methyltransferase. Zhou and coworkers characterized how the ACR circRNA is able to sequester Dnmt3B, inducing a PINK1 promoter demethylation and consequent overexpression of the PINK1 coding transcript. PINK1 downstream targets are very wide, but in the heart is able to phosphorylate the FAM65B protein which is a main regulator of autophagy (10). This time, the regulatory effect of a circRNA is exerted via protein sponging, to control a tripartite axis composed by Dnmt3B, PINK1 and FAM65B proteins (Figure 1). In the presence of ACR circRNA the cardiac cells are protected against autophagy and cell death, even being able to partially restore the necrotic phenotype in animal models. This protective regulatory effect of ACR circRNA is in clear contrast with the already characterized regulatory effect of other circRNA named circ-Foxo3, which is able to interact with the anti-senescent protein ID-1 and the transcription factor E2F1, as well as the anti-stress proteins FAK and HIF1α, leading to a senescent phenotype in cardiac cells (12).

There is still a long road to pave, but ACR circRNA constitutes an open door for exploring new therapeutic options for cardioprotection and cardiac regeneration. As adjuvant strategy, the manipulation of the ACR levels in
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selected pathologies as myocardial infarction could help to increase the cardiomyocyte regeneration potential and to partially restore necrotic lesions.
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